11-inch iPad Pro Quick Start Guide

**Step 1:** Starting with the camera lens side, press the iPad into the insert corners. Work the edge on the insert around the outside of the iPad until the insert perimeter completely covers the outside edge of the iPad. 
**NOTE:** You can apply some force to work the iPad in. The fit should be tight and you will NOT break the iPad glass.

**Step 2:** Take the iPad Spacer and install it into the end of the Padcaster insert at the bottom of the iPad. Work the spacer into one corner first, then press the spacer down while working it under both center-tabs of the insert and finally, the lower corner.

Scan the QR code for additional product and support information or visit: https://padcaster.com/products/padcaster-case

To contact a support representative visit: https://padcaster.com/pages/contact-support